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Abstract— Data de duplication is an emerging technology 

that introduces reduction of storage utilization and an 

efficient way of handling data replication in the backup 

environment. in cloud data storage, the deduplication 

technology, plays a major role in the virtual machine 

framework, data sharing network and structured and 

unstructured data handling by social media and, also, disaster 

recovery. in the deduplication technology, data are broken 

down into multiple pieces called “chunks”. Two Threshold 

two Denominators (TTTD) emerged to optimize chunking 

algorithms. Secure deduplication is a system for disposing of 

copy duplicates of capacity information, and gives security to 

them[2]. To decrease storage room and transfer data 

transmission in distributed storage deduplication has been a 

surly understood strategy, for that reason concurrent 

encryption has been broadly embrace for secure 

deduplication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is one of the emerging technology, which 

helped several organizations to save money and time adding 

convenience to the end users [1]. Thus the scope of cloud 

storage is vast because the organizations can virtually store 

their data’s without bothering the entire mechanism [6]. 

Cloud Computing provides key advantage to the end users 

like cost savings, able to access the data irrespective of 

location, performance and security. In our proposed system 

we invoke a effective user authentication using fingerprint 

feature extraction, image based authentication during file 

upload/download, eliminating repetition of data in cloud 

server and implemented through multiple cloud storage. 

 Data deduplication is one of the techniques which 

used to solve the repetition of data. The deduplication 

techniques are generally used in the cloud server for reducing 

the space of the server. To prevent the unauthorized use of 

{data of knowledge of information} accessing and create 

duplicate data on cloud the encryption technique to encrypt 

the data before stored on cloud server. Cloud Storage usually 

contains business-critical data and processes; hence high 

security is the only solution to retain strong trust relationship 

between the cloud users and cloud service providers[7]. thus 

to overcome the security threats, this paper proposes multiple 

cloud storage. thus the common forms of data storage such as 

files and databases of a specific user is split and stored in the 

various cloud storages (e.g. Cloud A and Cloud B)[3]. 

 Open cloud or unceasing cloud depicts distributed 

computing in the conventional standard sense ,whereby assets 

are alertly provisioned on a fine-grained ,self - services nuts 

and bolts over the {web the online the net} by means of web 

application/web administrations from an out-website outsider 

supplier who offers assets and bill on a fine grained utility 

processing premise[4]. Private cloud and   

 Inward cloud is neologisms that a few sellers have 

as of late used to portray offerings the copy distributed 

computing on private system. Cross breed mists try to convey 

the benefits of versatility, unwavering quality, quick 

arrangement and potential expense reserve funds of open 

mists with the security and expanded control and 

administration of private mists. 

 Deduplication procedure can be sorted into two 

principle methods as take after, separated by the kind of 

fundamental data units. 

II. RELATIVE STUDY 

A. Reliable and Efficient Storage of Reference Data 

Hard disk drives (HDDs) are now capable of storing a large 

amount of data, and their storage capacities are still rapidly 

improving[5]. From the performance and reliability point of 

view, a large capacity HDD, however, has problems. It is, 

therefore, desirable to improve the performance of a 

secondary storage system that uses a large number of small 

HDDs. To maintain a high reliability of such a system, it is 

essential to keep redundant data in the parallel small HDDs. 

This paper provides, firstly, an overview of several 

approaches for constructing reliable parallel disks, as well as 

their problems. Next, network disk configuration, such as 

network-attached storage (NAS) and storage area network 

(SAN) is discussed. Our approach of autonomous disks to 

provide an efficient secondary storage system is then 

introduced. 

B. Efficient Index Lookup for De-Duplication Backup 

System 

We minimizes fingerprint management overhead (index 

lookup and index insert) via introducing main memory index 

lookup structure and workload-aware index partitioning of 

the index file in the storage. Backup server maintains three 

data structures for redundancy elimination: Header files, 

chunk files and fingerprint tables. These data structures 

altogether enables PRUNE to effectively eliminate 

redundancy and to perform efficient backup[8]. We perform 

various experiments to measure the overhead of each task in 

backup operation and to examine the efficiency of 

redundancy elimination. Incremental modulo-K reduces the 

file chunking latency by approximately 60%. With filter 

based in-memory index data structure and index partitioning, 

PRUNE eliminates 99.4% of disk accesses involved in 

fingerprint management. 
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C. A Framework for Analyzing and Improving Content 

Based Chunking Algorithms 

We present a framework for analyzing content-based 

chunking algorithms, as used for example in the Low 

Bandwidth Networked File System. We use this framework 

for the evaluation of the basic sliding window algorithm, and 

its two known variants. We develop a new chunking 

algorithm that performs significantly better than the known 

algorithms on real, non-random data. 

D. Multi-Level Comparison of Data De Duplication in a 

Backup Scenario 

Data deduplication systems detect redundancies between data 

blocks to either reduce storage needs or to reduce network 

traffic[6]c. A class of deduplication systems splits the data 

stream into data blocks (chunks) and then finds exact 

duplicates of these blocks. This paper compares the influence 

of different chunking approaches on multiple levels. On a 

macroscopic level, we compare the chunking approaches 

based on real-life user data in a weekly full backup scenario, 

both at a single point in time as well as over several weeks. 

In addition, we analyze how small changes affect the 

deduplication ratio for different file types on a microscopic 

level for chunking approaches and delta encoding. An 

intuitive assumption is that small semantic changes on 

documents cause only small modifications in the binary 

representation of files, which would imply a high ratio of 

deduplication[16]. We will show that this assumption is not 

valid for many important file types and that application-

specific chunking can help to further decrease storage 

capacity demands. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A. TTTD Algorithm 

Two Threshold Two Divisors (TTTD). Another most 

frequently used variable-length chunking algorithm is TTTD 

the Two Threshold Two Divisor (TTTD) chunking method 

ascertains that chunks smaller than a particular size are not 

produced. However, it has a drawback that the chunks 

produced might escape duplicate detection as larger chunks 

are more likely to be related than smaller ones. To achieve 

this, the method ignores the chunk boundaries after a 

minimum size is reached[10]. TTTD applies two techniques 

where two divisors (D, the regular divisor and D0, the backup 

divisor) are used[15]. By applying these divisors, TTTD 

guarantees a minimum and maximum chunk size. A 

minimum and a maximum size limit are used for splitting a 

file into chunks for searching for duplicates. 

 This is the method proposed by Moh et al. which 

overcomes the drawback of the TTTD algorithm by 

introducing TTTD-S algorithm. It computes the average 

threshold as a new parameter of the main and the backup 

divisors and uses it as a benchmark for the chunking 

algorithm. When the average threshold is hit, both primary 

and secondary divisors shrink to half. The primary and 

secondary divisors get restored after chunking is 

completed[17]. This method helps in avoiding a lot of 

unnecessary computation[9]. The algorithm by Kruus et al.  is 

based on two fundamental assumptions. The first one is 

during long runs, where there is a higher probability of getting 

a large set of unknown data; the second one is during long 

runs where breaking of large chunks into smaller chunks 

improves efficiency. 

IV. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE 

A system architecture or systems architecture is the 

conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and 

more views of a system. An architecture description is a 

formal description and representation of a system, organized 

in a way that supports reasoning about the structures and 

behaviors of the system. 

A. Data Provider 

Data provider is a software library consisting of classes that 

provide data access services such as connecting to a data 

source, executing commands at {a data knowledge an 

information} source and fetching data from a data supply 

with support to execute commands within transactions[11]. 

B. Cloud Server 

The cloud server is in charge of information stockpiling and 

record approval for an end clien[12]t. The {information the 

knowledge the data} document will be put away in client 

information base and Backup db in pieces with their labels 

C. Client Request Backup 

This message will contain asked for information URL that the 

customer needs to bring[13]. In the wake of getting the 

customer solicitation to get the information CSP checks for 

the responsibility for record and accordingly create Response 

Backup message. 

D. Response Backup 

This reaction message of CSP contains the encoded record in 

spitted Meta information structure. Once in the wake of 

getting the Response Backup message, the customer first 

recovers the metadata document in spitted shape and 

translates the information utilizing mystery key. 

E. Data Consumer (End User) 

The information purchaser is only the end client who will 

demand and bring document substance from the relating 

cloud servers [14]. On the off chance that the document name 

and mystery key, access consent is right then the end is 

getting the record reaction from the cloud or else he will be 

considered as an assailant furthermore he will be hindered in 

comparing cloud. In the event that he needs toget to the record 

in the wake of blocking he needs to unblock from the cloud 
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V. RESULTS 

A. Home 

 

B. Cloud Login 

  

C. Cloud Home  

 

D. View Users 

 

E. View User Files 

 

F. Data User Registration 
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G. Data User Login 

 

H. Data User Home 

 

I. Upload File   

 

J. Distribute Files  

 

K. Receive Files 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We having different algorithm and methods for the 

deduplication of data. In the data deduplication process, the 

first and the most important step is the powder division and 

subdivision of data. For proper granularity, an effective and 

systematic chunking algorithm is one of the key elements that 

decide the overall deduplication performance. There are a 

number of methodologies to detect duplicate chunk of data 

using fixed-level chunking and fixed level chunking using 

rolling check-sums. Another most frequently used variable-

length chunking algorithms are TTTD. The two threshold two 

divisor chunking method ascertains that chunks smaller than 

a particular size is not produced. TTTD guarantees a 

minimum and maximum chunk size. A minimum and a 

maximum size limit are used for splitting a file into chunks 

for searching for duplications. 
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